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What is growth? 

Growth refers to a positive change in size, success and/or maturation, often 
over a period of time. Growth can occur as a stage of maturation or a 
process toward fullness or fulfilment.   It can be physical in height or in an 
amount of money or abstract as a system becoming more complex or an 
organism becoming more mature. 
Growth can also refer to the mode of growth like numeric models for 
describing how much a particular quantity grows over time or even to a more 
abstractive kind of growth like personal growth (mind-set). 

Economic growth is the increase in the inflation-adjusted market value of the 
goods and services produced by an economy over time. It is conventionally 
measured as the percent rate of increase in real gross domestic product, or 
real GDP, usually in per capita terms.  

The "rate of economic growth" refers to the geometric annual rate of growth 
in GDP between the first and the last year over a period of time. Implicitly, 
this growth rate is the trend in the average level of GDP over the period, 
which implicitly ignores the fluctuations in the GDP around this trend. 

The global economy has now entered its sixth year of stagnation, and the 
growth outlook for 2017 shows a continuation of this trend. 
A projected stabilization in energy and commodity prices may provide a 
small tailwind for resource rich economies in 2017, but the medium-term 
trend continues to be dominated by weaker growth in key inputs, notably 
investment and labour supply.   dominated by weaker growth in key inputs, 
notably investment and labour supply.   
Modest positive signals emerge from the base scenario showing some 
strengthening in qualitative growth factors, such as more advanced 
technology, improved labour force skills and greater productivity.  



But those potentially favourable factors are under pressure from ongoing
political, policy, religious and economic uncertainties around the world. This
risks further inertia caused by a wait-and-see attitude among corporates and
governments.  

Businesses (and their CEO’s) have to prepare for more disruptions from
geopolitical tensions, policy uncertainty, financial market volatility, and rapid
changes in technology, but they also need to stay focused on leveraging the
qualitative sources of growth with investment in technology and business
productivity even - or especially - in times of stagnation.  
The winners of the future will be those CEO’s and entrepreneurs with the
right mind-set that stimulates personal growth. 

Personal growth - Mind-set 
What explains real personal growth? Only brains and talent don’t bring
success and growth, they can even stand in the way of it. Praising brains
and talent doesn’t foster self-esteem and accomplishment, but jeopardizes
them. Mind-set is a way of thinking and living that can make all the
difference. In a fixed mind-set, people believe their basic qualities, like their
intelligence or talent, are simply fixed traits. They spend their time
documenting their intelligence or talent instead of developing them. They
also believe that brains and talent alone creates success - without any
effort. They’re very wrong. In a growth mind-set, people believe that their
most basic abilities can be developed through dedication and hard work -
brains and talent are just the starting point. This view creates a love of
learning and a resilience that is essential for great accomplishment. All great
people have had these qualities. 
The right mind-set creates growth, drive, motivation and productivity in the
worlds of economics, business, education, and sports and it enhances
relationships.  

Sources: StraightTalk® Global Economic Outlook 2017: Bucking the Trend—Overcoming Uncertainty, Shocks, and Disruption with 
Qualitative Growth  |  Mindset: The New Psychology of Success| Carol S. Dweck  



Learn more about growth at our Growth. Shaping the future event.  

March 30, 2017  global M&A dealmakers will get together in Rotterdam with
Private Equity parties, lawyers and banks to discuss growth and what is
shaping our  future. Trendwatchers, economists and Captains of Industry
will highlight their perspective.  

For more info contact IMAP DB&S :  events@dbens.nl 

ABOUT IMAP 
IMAP is an exclusive global partnership of the world’s leading independent
merger and acquisition advisory firms with a presence in more than 35
countries. IMAP closed over 2,100 transactions, valued at $90bn in the last
10 years and is consistently ranked among the world’s Top 10 M&A advisors
for mid-market transactions. www.imap.com  

Netherlands 
IMAP Netherlands (www.dbens.nl) with offices in Rotterdam and
Amsterdam has been succesfully advising the mid market  over the past
years. IMAP Netherlands is this years host of the IMAP global spring
conference.   
We will kick -off with an exiting seminar: Growth. Shaping the future.   

IMAP DB&S | www.dbens.nl | events@dbens.nl | +31 10 235 88 50 


